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This document highlights the major changes for Release 19.0 of Oracle Retail Pricing 
Cloud Service.

Overview
Retailers leverage Oracle Retail Merchandising Cloud Services to execute core 
merchandising activities, including merchandise and inventory management, 
replenishment, purchasing, sales auditing, and pricing. As a critical part of this suite of 
cloud services, the Oracle Retail Pricing Cloud Service (RPCS) provides the ability to 
define, maintain, and review price changes, clearances, and promotions, as well as 
provides the ability to execute the price events by passing approved price events onto 
downstream selling systems for execution.

Oracle Retail Cloud Services and Business Agility
Oracle Retail Pricing Cloud Service is hosted in the Oracle Cloud with the security 
features inherent to Oracle technology and a robust data center classification, 
providing significant uptime. The Oracle Cloud team is responsible for installing, 
monitoring, patching, and upgrading retail software.

Included in the service is continuous technical support, access to software feature 
enhancements, hardware upgrades, and disaster recovery. The Cloud Service model 
helps to free customer IT resources from the need to perform these tasks, giving 
retailers greater business agility to respond to changing technologies and to perform 
more value-added tasks focused on business processes and innovation.

Oracle Retail Software Cloud Service is acquired exclusively through a subscription 
service (SaaS) model. This shifts funding from a capital investment in software to an 
operational expense. Subscription-based pricing for retail applications offers flexibility 
and cost effectiveness.

Client System Requirements
The following technology is supported:

Browser Support
■ Mozilla Firefox ESR 68+

■ Internet Explorer 11

■ Edge 44+

■ Chrome (Desktop) 79+
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■ Safari 12+

Supported Oracle Retail Merchandising Products

Supported Oracle Retail On-Premise Products

Supported Oracle Retail Cloud Service Products

Functional Enhancements
The functional enhancements below are included in this release.

Price Inquiry
A new feature has been added to Pricing in this release that will allow you to query 
the price for an item across locations for a date or a range of dates. In addition to 
current price information for the item, the price inquiry will also provide details on 
upcoming regular price change and clearance events, margin, and upcoming 
promotions.

Clearance Cadence
Clearance cadence is the ability to define a markdown template that will determine the 
number of markdowns to take, the discount at each step, and the time between 
markdowns. This cadence can be applied when starting an item on clearance to easily 
create the full set of markdowns in one step. This enhancement includes both the setup 
of the cadences, as well as the ability to use these cadences when creating clearances.

Expanded Item Selection for Offers
Enhancements have been made in this release to add two new options for selecting 
items to include or exclude from promotional offers-supplier site and brand. These 
options can be used on any offer type where items are selected for inclusion and 
exclusion, along with the previously existing item options: all departments, 
department, class, subclass, item list, upload list, item, or parent/diff.

Product Version

Oracle Retail Merchandising 19.0.000

Oracle Retail Allocation 19.0.000

Product Version

Oracle Retail Xstore Suite 19.0

Oracle Retail Store Inventory Management 16.0.2+

Product Version

Oracle Retail Store Inventory Operations Cloud Service 18.1+
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Multi-Unit Pricing
In previous releases, multi-unit pricing was supported as part of initial item creation 
only. However, in this release, functionality has been added in the regular price change 
setup as well. As part of this enhancement, if you wish to add, update, or remove the 
multi-unit price associated with your items, you can do so as part of creating a single 
unit price change for the items. You will also be able to create a price change for just 
the multi-unit price without impacting the single unit retail. In the pricing user 
interface, this functionality is available in the Price Change Group pages only; 
multi-unit pricing cannot be modified using Quick Create.

Consignment and Concession Items
One of the major enhancements for Merchandising in this release was to expand the 
functionality supported around consignment and concession items. Although not 
greatly impacted by this enhancement, there were some impacts to Pricing as a result 
of these changes as well. 

These changes are related to when a price change or clearance goes into effect. For 
owned items, this would normally result in markdowns or markups being recorded in 
the stock ledger. However, because inventory is not owned for consignment and 
concession items, neither markdowns nor markups are not usually recorded. 
However, as part of these enhancements, transactional stock ledger records will be 
written in Merchandising when a price change or clearance markdown/reset goes into 
effect for reference only. The records will use new consignment/concession specific 
tran codes and will record the units only because there is no retail value impact.

Technical Enhancements
The technical enhancements described below are included in this release.

Promotional Purging
New in this release is the ability to remove completed or cancelled promotional offers 
after a certain number of days have passed. The number of days that completed and 
cancelled offers will remain in the system will be based on a new system option also 
added this release called Completed and Cancelled Offer Months. If the last offer is 
removed from a promotion, this process also deletes the promotion.

New Languages
The following languages are now available for user selection for Merchandising Cloud 
Services, including Sales Audit, Pricing, Allocation, and Invoice Matching:

■ Albanian

■ Latin Bosnian

■ Bulgarian

■ Estonian

■ Latvian

■ Cyrillic Serbian

■ Lithuanian
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■ Romanian

■ Slovakian

■ Slovenian

Integration Enhancements

Promotion Induction
New options were added to Pricing to support the integration of promotional offers 
from an external source.  This includes the ability to create, update, or delete 
promotions and offers through a bulk (batch) upload and through a spreadsheet. 
Download to a spreadsheet is also supported. Additionally, a web service was added 
to allow creation of new promotions and offers. All types of promotional offers that are 
supported by Pricing can be managed using these integration methods. 

For the spreadsheet upload and download options, you will also be able to configure 
templates, similar to what is supported for price changes and clearance. This will 
allow you to configure the spreadsheet in the way that best suits your business, 
including the ability to define default values for common attributes. The configuration 
for these templates is managed in the Merchandising Template Configuration screens 
and can be downloaded via the Download Blank Template option in Pricing.

Price Inquiry Web Services
Two new web services were introduced in this release to allow external solutions to 
query Pricing about the price of an item/location combination. The first service would 
be used for existing item/location combinations. The other would be used for 
non-ranged item/location combinations. Additionally, for the existing item/location 
combination version, a date can also be included in the request. If no date is provided 
and for the non-ranged item/locations, the current date is used. The price returned in 
both cases would be the selling price and unit of measure for the item on the date, and 
the clearance flag to indicate whether or not it was, is, or will be on clearance on the 
requested date.

Notice of Retirement
The following functions, features, or integration in Pricing are being phased out of the 
solution and will be completely removed in an upcoming release. If you are using 
these capabilities, you should start looking at options to transition to the capabilities 
outlined as replacements for these functions. 

Clearance and Price Change Flat File Integration
With the addition of the bulk data integration in a previous update, which provides 
more flexibility in integrating price event details to your selling solutions, such as your 
point-of-service (POS) and your order management system (OMS), in cloud to cloud 
and hybrid cloud/on premises implementations, the flat file method of integration 
will be retired in a future release and will no longer be enhanced to add new features. 
If you continue to require a flat file for your POS or OMS solution, you can configure a 
flat file in the Oracle Retail Integration Cloud Service. This file-based integration will 
be retired and no longer be available 24 months from the date of this release.
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Known Issues
The known issues described below remain in this release. 

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle 
Accessibility Program website at 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support 
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are 
hearing impaired.
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Known Issue/Defect Defect Number

Application User IDs

Within the Oracle Identity Cloud Service (Oracle IDCS) 
for user management, the default for creating user IDs is 
to use your email address. The Merchandising Cloud 
Service Suite captures user IDs in audit columns in tables 
related to who created and who last updated an event, 
transaction, or entity. In many cases, the maximum that 
these audit fields can hold is 30 characters. If you have 
users with email addresses that exceed 30 characters in 
length, you should use an alternative ID to email address 
to avoid causing errors.
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Corporation and its affiliates are not responsible for and expressly disclaim all warranties of any kind with respect to third-party content, products, 
and services unless otherwise set forth in an applicable agreement between you and Oracle. Oracle Corporation and its affiliates will not be 
responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to or use of third-party content, products, or services, except as set forth 
in an applicable agreement between you and Oracle.

Licensing Note: This media pack includes a Restricted Use license for Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server (RPAS) - Enterprise Engine to 
support Oracle® Retail Analytic Parameter Calculator for Regular Price Optimization only.

Value-Added Reseller (VAR) Language

Oracle Retail VAR Applications

The following restrictions and provisions only apply to the programs referred to in this section and licensed to you. You acknowledge that the 
programs may contain third party software (VAR applications) licensed to Oracle. Depending upon your product and its version number, the VAR 
applications may include: 

(i) the MicroStrategy Components developed and licensed by MicroStrategy Services Corporation (MicroStrategy) of McLean, Virginia to Oracle 
and imbedded in the MicroStrategy for Oracle Retail Data Warehouse and MicroStrategy for Oracle Retail Planning & Optimization applications.

(ii) the Wavelink component developed and licensed by Wavelink Corporation (Wavelink) of Kirkland, Washington, to Oracle and imbedded in 
Oracle Retail Mobile Store Inventory Management.

(iii) the software component known as Access Via™ licensed by Access Via of Seattle, Washington, and imbedded in Oracle Retail Signs and 
Oracle Retail Labels and Tags.

(iv) the software component known as Adobe Flex™ licensed by Adobe Systems Incorporated of San Jose, California, and imbedded in Oracle 
Retail Promotion Planning & Optimization application.

You acknowledge and confirm that Oracle grants you use of only the object code of the VAR Applications. Oracle will not deliver source code to 
the VAR Applications to you. Notwithstanding any other term or condition of the agreement and this ordering document, you shall not cause or 
permit alteration of any VAR Applications. For purposes of this section, “alteration” refers to all alterations, translations, upgrades, enhancements, 
customizations or modifications of all or any portion of the VAR Applications including all reconfigurations, reassembly or reverse assembly, 
re-engineering or reverse engineering and recompilations or reverse compilations of the VAR Applications or any derivatives of the VAR Applications. 
You acknowledge that it shall be a breach of the agreement to utilize the relationship, and/or confidential information of the VAR Applications for 
purposes of competitive discovery.

The VAR Applications contain trade secrets of Oracle and Oracle's licensors and Customer shall not attempt, cause, or permit the alteration, 
decompilation, reverse engineering, disassembly or other reduction of the VAR Applications to a human perceivable form. Oracle reserves the right 
to replace, with functional equivalent software, any of the VAR Applications in future releases of the applicable program.
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